Reviews inguette) on which Duvivier's La Belle Equipe (1936) turns. "Cityscapes," writes Flinn, reprising Michel de Certeau's model of everyday practice, "are determined by the tensions between ideologically charged symbols and the paths that everyday users of that space chart around and through these symbols" (5).
The author makes a bold methodological move in treating fiction and documentary in tandem to the end of identifying tropes that cut across 1930s production. Generic distinctions, argues Flinn, were not particularly rigid in period film comment to begin with, and "subgeneric categories" (6), for instance the city symphony and the documentaire romancé-the latter applied first in France to Robert Flaherty's Nanook of the North and Moana (30)-were many, and often short-lived. Attentive to the rhetorical impact that films have on spectators' imaginings of their world, the author takes up Bill Nichols' claim that documentary is "part and parcel of the discursive formations, the language games, and rhetorical stratagems by and through which pleasure and power, ideologies and utopias, subjects and subjectivities receive tangible representation" (Representing Reality, qtd. in Flinn 7). Following this constructivist thesis, documentary and fictional modes shape collective understanding of social reality even as they record and reveal facets of that world. Genre would depend in no small part on the "theoretical lens" (10) we bring to film sequences that, despite their apparent facticity, may have been fully scripted, and yield meaning only through the artistry of editing.
Though Flinn considers throughout her book the audiovisual representation of actual buildings and construction projects-of "diegetic spaces," in her terms (10)-ultimately it is filmic construction that lays bare social architecture:
However enlightening the deliberate thematization of spatial construction may be, the plasticity of filmic space (the decorative spaces reproduced by technological means) is held to the fore. That it to say that a film's readable architecture is considered more important than what the film purports to 'do' or 'be about. ' (12) Six chapters of close analysis that alternate roughly between documentary and fictional modes buttress this hypothesis on the "readable architecture" of works of cinema.
Chapter One assesses trends in documentary practice after 1930, when the advent of sound further authenticates the filmed referent of which the celluloid image is an index (20). In period publications like Cinémonde, Cinémagazine, and Cinématographie française, notes Flinn, critics differentiate among a film d'actualités predicated on timeliness and rapid dissemination; a film éducatif whose propagandistic, moralizing qualities serve nation-and empire-building; and the documentaire romancé in which fictionalization adds artistic value to location footage. Whether filmmakers cast themselves, as did camera operator Félix Mesguich, as chasseurs d'images after the example of big game hunters, or simply aspire to chronicle ordinary life, as did Lacombe in detailing a day in the life of Parisian ragpickers, they offer viewers "privileged access to an often otherwise inaccessible locale" (37), revealing the atmosphere that characterizes a given place and milieu.
The notion of spatial verisimilitude serves as a bridge to Chapter Two, on René Clair's studio-bound imaginings of Paris. Fashioned by set designer Lazare Meerson and by cinematographer Georges Périnal, Clair's Paris "begins to dictate the way viewers take in the real city" such that "it is the cinematic representation of Paris which dictates the origins of the individual's relationship to the real city, rather than the real city itself" (41-42). The very elements that "de-realize" the popular urban milieu of Sous les toits de Paris, Le Million, and Quatorze juillet "also reinforce a visual, spatial verisimilitude, and therefore substantiate the claim for Clair as a realist" (42). Contrary to Flinn's claim here, one could argue that cinematic realism cannot be reduced to a visual code: a fiction film, however markedly 'locational' or 'atmospheric' its contents, remains at base a narrative that shows individuals engaged in transformative activity. Reception history suggests nonetheless that Clair's spectacles met expectations for verism and appeared to French audiences as "more 'true'" than location footage (44).
The excellent "Intertext and Political Margins: Boudu sauvé des eaux" unpacks Renoir's critique of bourgeois convention of 1932. It opens by way of Elie Faure's neglected essay, "De la cinéplastique" (1922) , which grounds Flinn's study as a whole. The art historian likens film to architecture in that it partakes of collective authorship, universality, and broad accessibility; through the collective artwork, the multitude takes part in social "communion" (65). Where other scholars have sought Renoir's intertexts in father Pierre-Auguste Renoir's paintings, Flinn looks to Hugo's portrayal of the relationship among character (Quasimodo, Frollo), crowd, and cityscape in Notre-Dame de Paris to ascertain how the director of Boudu... understands "the place of bodies in space" (71). Renoir's conjoined use of frames within the frame, depth cues, and point-of-view provide contradictory visual information that recall Gilles Deleuze's "image dividuelle," which Flinn describes as "the continual transformation of the value and nature of the image" (74). Actor Michel Simon's Boudu incarnates an excessive body that refuses to be contained either by the codes of bourgeois propriety or by the frame. Reviews "Traversing Built History in Architectural Documentaries" next explores the "elaborate discursive mechanisms" (86) used by documentary filmmakers to convey built space as a product of history and labor as much as of technique. Pierre Chenal's Architectures d 'aujourd'hui (1931) stages a bold experiment in spatio-temporal dislocation to showcase the modernist program of Le Corbusier's Villa Garches and Villa Savoye. By contrast, "'engaged' architectural films" (87) such as Jean Epstein's Les bâtisseurs (1938) , which was commissioned by the French Federation of Builders, situate modern architecture in a long history of building practices stretching from the medieval cathedral to the present-day housing block and public school. Jean-Paul Le Chanois's Le temps des cerises (1937) likewise highlights the ethos of builders who hand down their trade and sensibility from generation to generation, whatever the changes in techniques and materials. The poor state of conservation of extant copies of these works would explain the regrettable absence of frame stills, a shortcoming for which Flinn compensates through characteristically precise and lucid descriptions.
Chapter Five revisits Vigo's L'Atalante from the point of view of Dita Parlo's Juliette, who, after leaving her husband's barge, loses herself in the transitional zones of Paris. The flâneuse Juliette "turns a place defined by its monuments into something entirely other, even attractively alien," writes Flinn (113). Yet the Paris that arouses the character's consumerist and libidinal desires is composed ultimately not of places that would confer an identity and a sense of history, but of "non-places," in Marc Augé's phrase (133). Whereas Vigo's male characters are often filmed against locatable backdrops, Juliette is more often shown to be "absolutely nowhere" (127), drifting about in a sleeplike state that anticipates the "any-place-whatever's" of Deleuze's reading of European cinema of the second postwar (135). Comparison with Parlo's role as Denise in Duvivier's art-deco Au Bonheur des Dames allows Flinn to illuminate Vigo's signature approach to reflexivity, mirroring, and identification, though focus on Juliette de-accentuates certain other qualities of this exemplary poetic realist narrative.
A final chapter turns to Popular Front-era documentaries Les Métallos and Grèves d'occupation and to Duvivier's tale of failed collective aspirations, La Belle Equipe, to ask how "the crowd functions as a building block of social cohesion." Flinn argues that leftist and working-class narratives of the period can be read as "a particular type of spatialized discourse where the crowd becomes a living construction" (138). This analogy between crowd and architectural construction is pressed to such a degree that the reader may forget the many ways in which a crowd is very much not a building, but rather a reserve of political energy, possessed of a (malleable) will, capable of action and potential self-understanding.
This remark relates to one broader shortcoming of The Social Architecture of French Cinema, in which the term "architecture" is applied not only to locatable, concrete objects such as purpose-built sets and real locations, but also to more diffuse phenomena such as film editing and the sociology of crowds (Flinn's point is that architecture or construction provides the semantic means by which to understand various collective endeavors). Perhaps more circumspect is her introductory claim according to which all cinema "contends very explicitly with the problem of representing spaces (as/on location(s) or as physically constructed sets) and inventing spaces (as imaginarily constructed through editing and montage)" (12). Yet why speak of spaces in each instance, given that the implicit distinction between "representing spaces" and "inventing spaces" correlates with Certeau's quoted definition of space as "a practiced place" (qtd. in Flinn 11)?
A second criticism applies to the study's urban focus. While the "negotiation of urban environments" (5) was doubtless crucial to the French interwar social imaginary, could not images of social architecture also be found in screen depictions of rural France? To assert on the sole basis of Jean Gabin's and Mireille Balin's reminiscing about the metro in Pépé le Moko that "even when the city [of Paris] is absent, it is present" (4) is perhaps to skew the record. 1 Are we to understand then that interwar "social architecture" is properly an urban phenomenon limited to metropolitan France?
Third, recourse to French "contemporary spatial theory" after 1960 doesn't always suit to equal degree Flinn's object. In discussing L'Atalante, for instance, why invoke Augé's notion of the "non-place," which the ethnographer links to the waning of identity in an era of interchangeable airports, chain hotels, highways, and ATMs, when manifestly Vigo's film addresses the disorientating effects of the big city on a country girl? By superposing on sites of popular interwar sociability (bread lines, commuter rail stations) a "supramodern" framework, Flinn compromises our ability here to seize representations in period context. The book's epilogue on the "swirling, floating clouds and fogs" that shroud the characters of poetic realist fables arguably makes amends for this, yet at the price of deserting the architectural domain per se for the nebulous zones traversed by Dudley Andrew in Mists of Regret.
There is a trove of excellent material in these pages, and if The Social Architecture of French Cinema falls short of providing a unified critical method for understanding film's "readable architecture," it successfully negotiates the need to respect generic and medial specificity while drawing
